LABS Graphic
Graphical evaluation tool for laboratories
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LABS Graphic

Statistical evaluations at
the touch of a button
LABS Graphic automates the preparation of laboratory data
In modern analytical laboratories, a large number of measurement
results are generated. In order to be able to make decisions on
the basis of this large number of results, it is useful to display
these results graphically as control charts or histograms and to
evaluate them statistically. For this purpose, the information must
be compiled and prepared in a simple way according to different
aspects. For LABS/Q®, LABS Graphic is available as a statistical and
graphical evaluation tool. During the development of LABS Graphic
was to provide a quick and easy possibility for graphical and
statistical evaluation of the final results. In the following the most
important features of LABS Graphic are described.

Salary chart
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Quickly identify trends
Functions for quality and in-process control

The historical results are checked against the trend
rules stored in the LABS Graphic including outlier tests.
The trend violations are displayed in a list, as well as in
the control chart (graph). The already with the program
delivered trend rules can be changed by the user and
supplemented by further rules.

Regression analysis

In addition, basic statistical
characteristics such as standard
deviation, relative standard deviation and
mean value are output. Depending on
the specified limit values, the process
capability values cp and cp/k are also
determined. On request, the result of a
normal distribution check according to
David. It is also possible to display the
results as a histogram.

Along with checking the results against
warning, intervention, and release limits,
it is very important to identify trends in
the measured results at an early stage.
For this purpose, the LABS/Q® offers the
possibility to call up LABS Graphic directly
when the results are recorded.

Histogram - Gaussian curve
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Statistical evaluation of stability studies according to ICH specifications
Simple preparation and clear presentation of results

Even with stability and durability tests, there is a desire
to be able to evaluate the already existing results
statistically and graphically as easily as possible.
Various options are made available via LABS Graphic.
The shelf life evaluation of a drug is carried out according
to the specifications of the ICH, taking into account
confidence intervals. With regard to the storage of the
drug under defined conditions, a distinction can be made
between long-term tests and accelerated shelf life tests
(stress tests). This includes a pool ability test based on
an F-test with covariance analysis.

Accelerated shelf life tests are used
for the preliminary characterization
of stability by storage at elevated
temperatures (e.g., Finished
medicinal products in final
packaging at 40 °C and 75 % rel.
Humidity).
In early pharmaceutical
development, kinetic studies can
provide clues to the expected
stability course. Thus, in isothermal
tests, the drugs are stored e.g.,
at 35, 45 and 55 ° C and the
drug decay is determined by the
analysis of the content decrease.
LABS Graphic then enables the
conversion of the measurement
results to room temperature using
the Arrhenius equation.

As can be seen from the evaluation, the specification could possibly be
undercut after about 67 months.

The results of such a stability study can be
selected and compared to material, batch,
packaging, and storage conditions (climate zone).
In addition, it is possible to predict and present the
further course of an observed trend on the basis
of different regression models.
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Optimized test and measuring equipment monitoring
Statistical and graphical evaluation

Many measurement results are also
produced during the inspection of test and
measuring equipment. Here it also makes
sense to recognize trends in good time, e.g.,
the drift of a measuring device or the change
in a calibration solution.
For this purpose, in connection with
LABS/Q®, an evaluation of the results of
the inspection and measuring equipment
monitoring is offered. The results for a gauge
and a calibration batch can be selected over
a user-defined period of time, statistically
evaluated and graphically displayed. Via an
independent evaluation, it can be quickly
recognized whether there has been a change
in the test equipment or the measuring
equipment.
The results can be displayed in a clear
graphical form and also with data list.
Thereby series sections can be extracted
and analyzed via mouse rectangle and result
series can be grouped via drag-and-drop.
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Statistical methods in LABS Graphic
For all the aforementioned applications, the following statistical procedures are provided:

Statistical characteristics

Outlier test according to Grubbs

The selected results can be evaluated in
different ways. By default, the following
characteristic data are output for each
measured value series:

Outliers within the measurement result series
can be determined using the Grubbs method.
The outliers can be graphically marked or
removed from the measured value series.

•
•
•
•
•

Trend test according to Neumann

Mean value
Standard deviation
Relative standard deviation
Process capability indices cp and cpk values
Measuring equipment capability indices
cg and cgk values
• Test for normal distribution according
to David
• Outlier test according to Grubbs 			
(recommended according to DIN 53 804)
• Trend test according to Neumann

Test for normal distribution
according to David
A series of measurement results can be
tested for normal distribution after the David
test. For the measured value series, a output
corresponding information as to whether
normal distribution can be assumed.

The occurrence of a trend within the
measurement result series can be determined
according to the Neumann method.
Values that are suspicious of trends can be
marked graphically or removed from the
measurement series.
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Statistical methods in LABS Graphic
Other statistical methods:

Trend rules (out-of-control situations)
In order to be able to detect trends and
outliers in the measured values, it is possible
to store user-defined trend rules. The results
are then checked against these trend rules,
any violations are logged and displayed in the
control charts. The following trend rules are
already pre-installed:
• 1 value lies outside 2x sigma
• 7 consecutive values are above the
mean value
• 7 consecutive values are below the mean
• 7 consecutive values show
decreasing tendency
• 7 consecutive values show
increasing tendency
• 2 out of 3 consecutive values are
outside a warning limit

Regression analysis
Different regression methods can be used to
evaluate the result data. This is particularly
important if, for example, predictions about
the further course of the stability study are
to be made for stability tests. The following
methods are used and supported:
• Linear regression, also with
confidence intervals
• Non-linear regression for different model
functions (e.g., quadratic, exponential)
• Direct comparison between linear trend
and selected model function
• Calculation of extrapolated x-values
based on the regression
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Regression analysis and graphical evaluation options
Optimized test order processing and sampling

In order to be able to assess and compare
the quality of the regression fit, the following
statistical characteristics, among others, are
output with each regression:
• Linear / non-linear correlation coefficient
• Degree of freedom of the regression
• Square of the correlation coefficient,
also degree of freedom corrected
• Residual standard deviation
• Residuals diagram

Confidence intervals (trust bands)
for linear regression
For the linear regression of the measurement
data, the curve branches of the lower and
upper confidence interval can be calculated
and drawn.

Graphical evaluation
The results incl. limit values, statistical evaluations (regression) and trend control violations are
displayed in the control chart. In detail, the following graphical representations and evaluation
options are available:

• Mean value control chart (with configurable
pre-period statistics), CUSUM control chart
• Original value chart (plotting of the smallest/ 		
largest raw value to the measurement result)
• Percentage setpoint deviations as bar chart
• Histogram
• Shelf life predictions on stability data
according to ICH recommendation
• Thermal stress tests according to Arrhenius 		
(„Accelerated Testing“)		
• Results for interval characteristics
(display of interval bars for each result value)
• Result curve with user-defined statistical 		
auxiliary lines (e.g. mean+/- 3xdw, trend line, etc.)
• Series grouping (group several result series in
the same graph for comparison purposes)
• Free grouping of result series via drag and drop

• Extraction and analysis of series sections
via mouse rectangle
• Draw confidence intervals and
intersections with borderlines
• Statistical group analysis
• Calculation and visualization of daily,
monthly, and annual averages
• F-test with covariance analysis
• Various export options of all information
and evaluations to other applications
• Saving and loading of a project and all
data incl. graphics as a file
• Updating of data from database or project
file, without calling LABS/Q®
• One-Click Report: All evaluation data + chart
graphic as HTML overview in the browser
• Templates to transfer the created evaluation
to other data series
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Better basis for decision-making
Benefit from more transparency

• LABS Graphic is easy to use and 		
enables a fast graphical and statistical
evaluation of the final results of your
tests.
• The manifold statistical and graphical
evaluation possibilities of LABS Graphic
are used, for example, in quality and
in-process control, in the evaluation of
stability studies as well as in the
monitoring of test and measurement
equipment.
• LABS Graphic also offers the possibility
to transfer evaluations and information
into other applications.
• LABS Graphic supports you in making
decisions by allowing you to easily 		
prepare and evaluate the multitude of
results that arise.
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Our strengths, your advantages
iCD System GmbH offers you help and support in every phase of
your project. You benefit from 40 years of experience in Laboratory
informatics and will receive a standard solution for all laboratories
with state-of-the-art architecture and optimal connection to your
IT landscape.
Contact us, we are happy to support you!

iCD System GmbH
D - 50933 Cologne
Phone +49 221 670265-0
info@icd-system.com
www.icd-system.com
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